
KNOW YOUR ENEMY; ALLAH
by Kurt Saxon  

(To access all the rest of the pages in this section, please 
click the "[ Up ]" link found at the bottom of this page,)  

Shortly after 9/11 President George Bush said on CNN, "Islam is a beautiful and p
very stupid man. I'm sure no one believes he knows anything about Islam that he wa
invited to the White House.  
   
George's object, and that of CNN, seems to be to convince the American public that t
Islam and terrorism. But how many Baptists were among the 19 Highjackers of 9/1
blown themselves up in Israel? How many Methodists or Presbyterians broadcasting
to destroy America? Was the failed shoe-bomber a Jehovah's Witness?  
   
Islam, the belief system represented by the non-existent Allah was and is behind all th
the last few years. America is harboring about 18 million Muslims, all of whom p
"Politically Incorrect", told Larry King that 99% of U.S. Muslins were loyal. That s
the respect for Maher, whom I now suspect is just as much controlled as those he ac
as to loyalty, can a Muslim be loyal to the United States? CNN interviewed a young
how strong was his loyalty to the U.S. Constitution. He answered that he would be lo
as it didn't conflict with the Koran, and then he'd stick with the Koran. Imagine a yo
go along with the Israeli constitution as long as it didn't conflict with Mein Kampf
Mein Kampf.  
   
But the Koran couldn't be more in conflict with our Constitution. The Koran says, "A
or woman, to have any choice in their affairs when God, (Allah) and his apostle
whosever disobeyeth God and his apostle, erreth with palpable error". Could anyone s
be loyal to the U.S. Constitution? We can't put up with such divided loyalties in these
the Amish, and other offshoots of our typical belief systems who refuse to salute the f
They are no threat. But the threat from believers in Allah has been made all too clea
to be an American, even those born here. Allah is not a being, but an alien idea, ho
stands for. Muslims have proven themselves to be a danger, constant references to thr
us should cause every loyal American to reject anyone who accepts the teachings of A
   
Another difference I have with Maher is because of a remark which got him a lot of 
and other life-sacrificing terrorists were not cowards; that anyone who would give h
committing an act of cowardice.  
   
One who risks or gives his life in war for his comrades or to accomplish a certain b
But to go among unsuspecting civilians and blow them to bits is indeed an act of co
case of suicide bombers must be taken into account. CNN interviews with caught 
many of them were not necessarily committed to die for a cause. My article, "Sex A
that their main motive was an insane hope to awaken in Paradise and embark on 
reward for heroes.  
   
Most Americans are inclined to consider Muslim terrorists as religious fanatics. But 
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place?  
   
The common idea of a religion is a belief system with a deity which inspires and care
It also promises a better afterlife for believers whose earthly lives were filled with fait
   
These are the basic attributes a being must have to qualify as a god. But how do
Consider; ever since the sixth century con-man and fraud, Muhammad, gathered a fl
shear and then passed an oppressive belief system on to his crooked relatives, Islam
rest of humanity. Among themselves, it has always been family against family, factio
tribe, Islamic nation against Islamic nation and every Islamic nation against their non-
   
Anyone who has read George Orwell's "1984" can see Islam as INGSOC and the m
Islam is a system which is set up for power, profit and control, with the emphasis 
whatever to the believer.  
   
An example of the control is the willingness to die for Allah of literally millions of M
this is their willingness is to no purpose. Allah's troops are conditioned to believe t
them victory over the greatest technological power in history. Saddam Husein promis
In the Gulf War Allah's troops went into battle against the U.S. armed mainly with 
didn't know how to use. Our side lost less than 300, mainly due to a missile which h
were over a hundred thousand. One stretch of highway over a mile long had thousa
body-to-body. The survivors, who had vowed to die for Allah, rather than suffer defea
to reporters.  
   
Osama Bin Laden boasted over Al-Jazeera that Allah's troops would destroy the f
dupes had gone on and on about how they were willing, even anxious, to die for A
joined they were slaughtered like rats in a basement and, thinking better of dying fo
ran like rabbits.  
   
Below is a description of the battle of Iwo Jima from "American Military History".   

IWO JIMA, BATTLE OF (1945) When the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed
commander, Adm. Chester *Nimitz, to occupy an island in the Bonin volc
the western Pacific campaign in World War II, the only island of significan
Early in 1945, Japanese fighter aircraft from there were harassing the B-29s
their raids from the Marianas against Japan. Also, an emergency recovery a
for B-29s returning damaged or short on fuel.  

Mt. Suribachi, at 556 feet, is the most prominent landmark of the seve
chop-shaped island, where l.t. Gen. Tadamichi Kuribayashi had 21,000 me
Forsaking the Japan doctrine of defending at the water's edge, he decided 
from an elaborate system of caves and tunnels.  

On (the American side, Vice Adm. Richmond K. Turner comm
Expeditionary Force with Lt. Gen. Holland M. Smith as command
Expeditionary Troops, while Maj. Gen. Harry Schmidt commanded the Mar
Corps, consisting of the 3rd (Maj. Gen. Graves B. Erskine), 4th (Maj. Gen. 
and 5th (Maj. Gen. Keller E. Rockey) Marine Divisions. At 0930 on 19 F
first wave of armored amphibian tractors touched down, 5th Division on
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Division on the right. On the left, the 28th Marines, an infantry regim
toward Suribachi, and after four days of fighting gained the top of the m
reached the crest and tied a small American flag to a piece of pipe. Three ho
flag was brought up—one that could be seen from all over the island. J
Associated Press photographer, took a picture of its raising that was pub
world.  

The main effort was a slow advance to the north, with the 5th Division o
4th Division on the right. The 3rd Division was fed into the center of the li
shouldered forward. After days of heavy fighting, the island was secur
Altogether, 71,243 Marines had been put ashore; of these, 5,931 were kil
17,372 wounded. Twenty-two Marines, four navy hospital corpsmen, and o
craft commander were awarded the Medal of Honor, half of them posthum
number of Japanese killed has never been determined exactly, but only 2
taken, most of them Korean conscript laborers. The terrible cost to America
balanced by another statistic: by war's end, 2,251 heavy bombers, with crew
had made emergency landings on Iwo.  

There were 21,000 Japanese troops on Iwo Jima, all pledged to die for 
were dug into caves in Mount Suribachi, much like Toro Bora. From these 
American Marines and wounded 17,372, as opposed to only one combat casual
When the island was taken, there were only 216 prisoners taken, most of whom
laborers.  

Throughout the battle the Japanese endured a fierce bombardment from
thousands of sorties from carrier-based fighter bombers.  

Compared to the Japanese, Allah's troops are just a lot of effeminate c
General Kuribayashi, true to his soldier's code, died with his troops, unlike Bin
Allah's troops and ran. He may be in Pakistan now, boasting to his cronies what
do to the Great Satan.  

Muslims have never been good at soldiering. Their many wars with Israel
incompetent. This is mainly due to their belief that they were backed up by Al
existed and was only the fantasy of ignorant primitives.  

Even during the Middle Ages, Islam as a military force was a joke
Crusades", reprinted on our CD Vol. 1, issue 1 (and at this website), shows
saved Islam then was the ignorance and disorganization of the Crusader armi
outnumber the Crusaders at least 10 to one to be effective. One Crusader kni
Muslims without working up a sweat.  

Today's Muslims are even worse. The Muslim performance in Afghanistan
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the most disgraceful in military history.  
Now to the "Great Satan". The Koran refers to "Sundry Satans". I don't k

term, "Satan". The Biblical Satan is one being, not sundry. Perhaps the term has
evil being. Maybe that's what Muslims call "djinns", devils invented in ancien
Allah couldn't deliver on his promises, in which case, satans or djinns must be a

CNN has often had spokespersons saying that the whole Muslim world h
and Israel in particular. I don't believe they really hate either us or the Israelis. 
and complex for their primitive minds to grasp.  

Islam, with its billion believers is the great underclass of our planet. E
tyranny. Except in the oil-rich nations, most other Islamic nations are vastly ove
hungry, uneducated, backward people. It is more accurate to see their attitude t
the mud hut versus the skyscraper.  

Every Muslim, even the most isolated, has seen magazines, an occasion
They know enough of the civilized world to realize that people of the Great Sat
they are among the most wretched. Of course, the mullahs want it that way. Th
ignorant they are, the easier they are for the mullahs to control; the control bei
than anything else. The mullahs preach an ideal, simple sixth century system wh
them would understand the system, would not have to think and would not ne
affairs and would be as happy as children all their lives. Of course, they are too 
sixth century agriculture and technology of their dreams could not feed a hundre

Their mullahs know this and yet lead these pitiful incompetents to believe
anyway, and they would be successful if what Allah would provide had not
infidels and our Great Satan.  

Since this wretched underclass has no chance of ever rising above the 
fantasies of their own skyscrapers are only an idiotic dream. Therefore, they ar
skyscrapers. To best understand their thought processes read Lothrop Stoddar
Civilization", 1922. It is an interesting read and will help you to better understan
as well as that from our own incompetent minorities.  

People who think like this are so programmed to believe that infidels ar
can't be trusted, no matter how friendly they act or what credentials they hold
Muslim Secret Service agent, obviously a mole, who worked his way near to the

Since he was an alien with a gun and a possibly false I.D. and made mistak
pilot was right in keeping him off that flight. People who fly should be gratef
Even so, since George said the pilot's caution made him "mad as heck", we ca
easier for terrorists to get aboard planes unless the pilots are willing to profile
from ninnies from the president on down. That same president said, while stan
WTC, "The people who knocked these buildings down will hit all of us soon".  
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This incident gave me an interesting fantasy. Say that Muslim creep did ge
George. He pulls his gun and shoots George in the face, killing him. Natur
presence of mind to drop the gun and throw up his hands.  

He would be taken into custody and treated well, all his "rights" being
provided with the best Arab-American defense attorneys, at taxpayer's expe
packed with Muslims, for fear of profiling. He would automatically become the
world's Muslims, greater even than Bin Laden. His defense attorneys would exp
that since George was the Great Satan's chief representative on Earth, the killer 
religion in a heroic act for Allah and all Islam.  

Would you trust any Muslim near your president? I wouldn't. But George
lots of luck, Stupid.  

For the past several weeks, CNN has been promoting the English tr
published by Everyman and Tuttle in North Clarendon, VT. I've reproduced th
page of the Index showing that the name "Allah" does not appear in the book;
says "God", since that is the term the infidels use for their deity. As the Hindus 
and the Israelis call theirs "Adonai", so the Muslims call theirs only "Allah"
infidels believe, somehow, that theirs is the same deity as the one we grew up 
term. My own wife believed "Allah" was just another name for her Baptist 
otherwise by reading the excerpt from the 1892 edition of the Encyclopedia B
Allah as having a wife and daughters. There is no similarity between Allah and 
Bible. Muslims also say "there is no god but Allah", meaning yours doesn't exis
Allah, even if it means killing you, which is the long-range plan of all Islam.  

Another purpose for the English translation seems to be to prove to an i
threatening. The book is stupid but is indeed non-threatening. Page after p
kindness, forgiveness, blessing, compassion, etc. Allah is presented to us as a re
We are to read it and note all this sweetness and light and believe it is a beauti
So where in this book do Muslims worldwide get their hatred and violence tow
Muslims?  

Any Muslim scholar will tell you that one can't get the true meaning of Isla
Koran in its original Arabic. Since Arabs have been ignorant, primitive and bru
of years, I would expect anything written in the original Arabic to be ignorant 
the translators edited out all the hateful parts to convince us that Islam is a b
CNN has shown us all too clearly that everything about the original Islam is hos

I want you to examine the first page of the English Koran. "In the na
compassionate, the merciful". Since when? How has this being, or the belief in 
and mercy?  

SURA1I  
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MECCA -7 VERSES  

In the Name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful1  

Praise be to God, Lord of the worlds! The compassionate, the merciful! King on t
Thee only do we worship, and to Thee do we cry for help. Guide Thou us on the st
The path of those to whom Thou hast been gracious; — with whom thou art not a
not astray.  

SURA 2 - THE COW1  

MEDINA - 286 VERSES  

In the Name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful  

Elif. Lam. Mim.2 No doubt is there about this Book: It is a guidance to the God-fe
Who believe in the unseen, who observe prayer, and out of what we have besto
for God; 
And who believe in what hath been sent down to thee, and in what hath been se
and full faith have they in the life to come: 
These are guided by their Lord; and with these it shall be well. 
As to the infidels, alike is it to them whether thou warn them or warn them 
believe: 
Their hearts and their ears hath God sealed up; and over their eyes is a coverin
chastisement! 
And some4 there are who say, 'We believe in God, and in the latter day:' Yet are 
Fain would they deceive God and those who have believed; 
but they deceive themselves only, and know it not.  

   
   

FIRST PAGE OF THE "ENGLISH" KORAN INDEX  

The index used here is that of Rodwell, with minor corrections. The n
indicate, respectively, the sura, the verse and the page, which appears i

Aaron, relics of, 1:249 (26);  

Receives a revelation, 4:161 (65); 6:84 (87); 21:49 (213)  
Makes the calf, 10:91 (107)   
Clear of Speech, 18:34 (258);  
Brother of Mary, 19:19 (198)  

Ad, ancient people, 7:63, note (447) 
Adam, his sin, 1:34 (6); 7:18 (96)  

Worshipped by angels, 1:31 (6
20:115 (209)   
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Afghanistan has had a devastating drought for over three years. This has 
have given for not being able to feed their starving people. Millions of Afghan
Allah to send rain while their children starved to death. But the "compassionate
sent no rain. But the compassionate and merciful "Great Satan", from January
million in food and medical aid and more than three times that much since. S
Allah to withhold rain while depending on the Great Satan to send food? All th
indeed Allah's. Without Islam's restrictions against any sort of birth contro
children to die of neglect and starvation.  

We've all seen TV coverage of Somalia, with the 300,000 little skeletons
grown men strutted around with their guns, uncaring about the children they co
food stores and money from Osama Bin Laden and fellow Muslim nations.  

The same goes for Al Qaeda and Taliban ignoring the starving Afghan chil
and those he influences are compassionate and merciful is so absurd that anyo
god starts out being stupid and goes on to be insane. Yet we have millions of
Instead of being sent to the Middle East where they belong, even more are get

Ababils, 105:3 (417)  
Abel and Cain, 5:30 (70)  
Ablutions, 4:46 (54); 5:9 (68)  
Abraham, receives a revelation, 2:130 (14); 87:19 (415)   

Neither a Jew nor a Christian,2:134 (15)   
Is a Hanyf, sound in Faith, 3:89 (39); 6:162 (94); 16:121 
(180)   

Is visited by Angels, 11:71 (145); 15:51(169)   

Preaches the Divine Unity, 6:74 (86); 19:15 (164); 43:15 
(319)   

Is made Imam, 2:118 (13)   

Argues with Nimrod, 1:160 (28)   

Is taught the Resurrection, 2:262 (28)  

Is a Muslim, 3:60 (37)   
Is ready to sacrifice his son, 37:107 (300)   
Builds the Caaba, 3:91, note (439); 11:17 (219)   
Prays for his race, 14:38 (165)  
Is condemned to the flames, 21:68 (214)   

Abrogration, 1:100 (11); 16:103 (178) 
Abu Jahl, 96:16 (411)  
Abu Lahab, 111:1-3(419) 

Is as Jesus, 3:51(36)  

Adopted children, 33:4-5 (177); 33:37
Adultery, 4:19 (5 1); 4:30 (52); 17:34 
(280)  
Ahmed, 61:6 (379) Al Araf, 7:44 (99)
Alexander the Great, Dhoul 

Karnain, 18:81 (195)   

Alms, 1:111 (22); 30:38 (170); 58:13-
Amulets, 113:1) note (502)  
Angels, bear God's throne, 69:17 (391

Intercede, 40:7 (3 13); 41:3 (3
Die, 39:68 (3 12)   
Aid believers, 3:110 (41); 6:61
(159)   
Daughters of God, 16:59 (175)
(301); 43:18 (319); 53:28 (358
Guard Hell, 74:30 (399)   
Of Death, 6:61 (85); 7:35 (98)
47:29 (344)   
Of Babel, 2:90 (11)   

Ant, 17:17 (150)  
Arafat, 2:194 (21) 
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us that they are among us and lying in wait to strike. Don Rumsfeld said t
Al-Qaeda cells operating here while CNN guests bitch that the thousands of Ara
in custody are being deprived of their rights.  

A minor aggravation has been exposed by CNN that Al-Qaeda and Talib
have been shot, have been given copies of the Koran. Did the Americans guardin
give them each a copy of Mein Kampf? This show of concern for enemy vermin

Imagine that, instead of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor a 
commandeered passenger liners and crashed one into the Empire State Building
House and one into the War Department. Within a few hours of identifying the
have been an unlynched mullah or an unburnt mosque in the U.S. (There's still ti

Of course, we've gotten over the main attack and are waiting for the slee
much stock in such threats since these people are too stupid to be as effective as
that some fool might strap on some bombs and go to a MacDonald's. All that w
be that about 15 National Guardsmen would be stationed at each MacDonald's a
Wendy's.  

Although the first page of the 500 pages of drivel, the Koran, should prove
fraud, their after-life promises are so ridiculous as to make one wonder how 
could hope for sex in the after-life. Take the Houris. They have dark eyes, but 
ever virgins. There are two reasons why a male should want a virgin. The mo
Muslims is that a virgin female would not recognize what a lousy lover h
especially in a tightly-knit tribal community, he is pretty much assured that any
But in modern times, and especially in the U.S., the dummy just isn't reckoning 

That Houris could be ever virgins is nonsense, anyway. Here's a guy who 
to know what a klutz he is. Or maybe she's some kind of inflatable doll, in wh
not be a consideration. Otherwise Allah would have to be able to perform hym
once a female has been sexually entered, she is a non-virgin for the rest of her l
I think it would be a lot simpler if these tulips should just settle for the "bloomin
AIDS in Paradise.  

A cute part on the first page is the reason people are unbelievers in Allah
ears hath God (Allah) sealed up and over their eyes is a covering. For them a sev

So Allah is going to chastise those he prevented from believing in the 
imagine the thousands of unbelievers his believers sent to the other side on 9/1
exist, I'm sure his victims have kicked that sorry bastard to the center of the sun 

All kidding aside; CNN tells us that International Islam is out to get u
network of cells of highly proficient terrorists all plotting our doom. So Allah
What we have to do is to declare war on Allah and root out lslam wherev
worldwide. That might seem like a tall order, but not for us with all the help wo
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World Islam has been dying for the past 200 years. As the world gets m
Islamic nations realize that the sixth century socio-economic system so yearne
fundamentalists would destroy their own power structures. They have to mo
today's Iran, since the ouster of their progressive Shah, a backward, over-populat

All over the Islamic world the more progressive nations are turning on t
that "terrorists" are more a danger to their own political and economic situatio
anticipate that as they weed out their militant mullahs they face revolt by their h
This puts them between a rock and a hard place . But they chose power over pro
a dangerous tightrope of their own making.  

Of course, our own FBI and security services are tracking down illegal 
American mosques and profiling in ways they would never admit to.  

You may think that destroying Islam is too big a job and that one can't k
which no longer work because those using them are simply exploiting the igno
game. Three such ideas were killed in the last century. The idea that Hitler and
sent by Providence was widely accepted in Germany. Children prayed to Hitle
the actual Second Coming. After the Allies pounded Germany to rubble and 
German government outlawed National Socialism and the preaching of it is still 

Japan's militant Shinto got millions of Japanese civilians slaughtered, the
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Hirohito was a living god. MacArthur and 
decided that the idea of Hirohito's godhood no longer worked and it was effectiv

Within a few short years after the war both Germany and Japan rose out 
two of the most powerful industrial economies.  

And remember Communism? It was the terror of the 20th Century. But fin
realized it didn't work and they would have to dump it or go under. The only co
be communist are North Korea, Cuba, China and Viet Nam. None of their system
to Marxism/Leninism. They are communist in name only. Communism is dead. A

Muslim leaders know all this but hope, with American aid, they can re
modernize. Of course, the people of Germany and Japan had been intelligent 
culture and technology before the war. Muslims are almost sub-human by com
about as much chance to rise as a bunch of baboons trying to rebuild the World 

Now, how do you figure in all this. CNN has told us over and over tha
which will be followed by depression and collapse. Our economy is so over-e
the average person will have to look out for himself and his loved ones by crea
system. The material in the survivors and our CDs will help you not only to b
will help your neighbors to pool their skills to provide power for your comm
community will flourish no matter what happens to the rest of our country  

As to defending your area against terrorists or others preying on your co
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CDs on weaponry will enable you to dispose of any threat. There is no de
weaponry. Order our VIDEO tape special CD-ROM and see for yourself.  

Now, I don't want you to start shooting Muslims or Blowing up mosques. 
80 million gun owners. In the event that mass terrorist attacks should take pl
adult Muslims left alive and certainly no mosques left standing.  

If you'd like a really fun fantasy, join Clarence's army of the unseen. 
Muggers", plus the other four Clarence adventures. Clarence can't be caught. Do

A few nights ago CNN showed a wonderful way for you to fight terrorism
at an airport. A camera scanned the faces of those in line. Somewhere behind 
thousands of suspects, mostly Muslims. Any face in the line would be instantl
he was and what plane he was taking.  

My idea for you is this: get a Polaroid and a cam-corder, which you shoul
and fun. Go to the nearest mosque when the Muslims are leaving the service. I
as they are in the open and on public property. Pan every face plus license p
mullah. If you are approached, just say you are taking pictures for the FBI. B
since they will think you are, anyway. If anyone challenges you, just say "move 

Carry your polaroid around and snap anyone who looks Middle Eastern or 
At the end of your excursion, make a copy of tape and send the original t

with the date and location. The same goes for the polaroids, which you can
machine.  

There are about eight million illegals in our country. On entry they are pho
and are lost sight of by our State Department. Your tapes and pictures scanned
some of the most sought-after members of terrorist cells.  

So don't discount your efforts, even while you are growing in your own cou
One way to help is to pass this article on to everyone you know. Better stil

media, who has made such a show of slobbering over America's Muslims ever si
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